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Objectives 
 

 

The foreign and regional languages, literature and civilisations course is designed to provide students with in-
depth knowledge of the associated language and culture as well as a level of qualification in the subject field. 

 
The English studies course trains specialist students in language, literature and civilisation in two years to provide 
them with high standard training. 

 
Training objectives: 

 
> Improved knowledge and skills in the subject 
> In-depth knowledge of the chosen speciality 
> Introduction to research work 
> Understanding of theory and methodology tools 

 
As part of an independent and individual research project, students will use and broaden cross-disciplinary 

skills to present an issue, argue its relevance and summarise conclusions.  
 

Who's it for? 
 

Entry requirements 
> Bachelor in languages for the Master 1. 
> M1 in English-speaking foreign literature and civilisations for the M2. 
> Students from other courses may be admitted on the basis of academic record. 

 
> Prepare your Master application 
> Application terms 

 

Skills 
 

> Oral and written comprehension 
 

> Oral (public, telephone etc.) and written expression (correspondence, note taking, drafting various 
documents: summaries, reports, pitches etc.) 

 
> Knowledge of text analysis methods (any type of text): rhetorical, stylistic, specific grammar points, 
narratology etc. 
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> Translation of any type of text or document 

 
> Ability to understand and interpret still (photos, paintings) or filmed 

images Ability to conduct bibliographical or documentary research 

> General understanding of the culture in the countries related to the studied languages: knowledge of 
mentalities, customs, history, regional features (economic, geographic, linguistic), arts etc. 

 
> Ability to adapt to different linguistic and cultural situations (part of intercultural training) > 

> Analytical, speculative and abstraction skills (interchangeable in any field) 

 

What's next? 
 

Prospects 
> Publishing/Books: copy editor, proofreader, bookseller, specialist trade advisor etc. 
> Library/Documentation: Librarian, archivist etc. 
> Marketing/Journalism: head of marketing, journalism, editor etc. 
> Non-specialist technology or science: editor in a specialist company 
> Professional development: language teacher 
> Primary, secondary, college education 
> Academic roles: chief educational advisor, guidance counsellor 
> Translation careers 
> Aggregation 
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